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Book Review Critique de livre

“Further Adventures of the Celestial Sleuth”, Olson, Donald W., Springer, 2018, pp 334, 
ISBN 978-3-319-70319-0, price 32.84.

I selected this book because I was intrigued by its premise: using astronomy to solve 
mysteries regarding the time, date and location of the origins of works of art. As a secondary 
school physics teacher, I am always interested in finding other ways to teach students about the 
applications of the knowledge and skills we teach them in school, and this text did not disappoint. 

The book reads much like a Sherlock Holmes case file. Donald W. Olson describes how he 
and his team from Texas State examined paintings, battles, photographs, and literature through an 
astronomical lens, to locate, re(examine) and challenge their understandings of the works, as well 
as the conclusions of other researchers. Clues, such as historical documents (e.g. letters, train 
schedules, tide tables, newspaper clippings) are combined with modern means (e.g. computer 
planetarium simulations), to build their own portrait, which includes information about the 
astronomy, as well as the artists themselves. 

Broken into four parts – Astronomy in Art, Astronomy in History, Astronomy in Literature, 
The Terrestrial Sleuth – Olson begins each chapter outlining the questions he and his team had set 
out to solve. In Part One, the challenge was often to deduce the location and date for a painting. 
Olson works with an underlying assumption that the artist included an accurate representation of 
what was present in the night sky from their location. From this, he uses stories about the artists 
and other references to the work, to deduce his answers. Olson also includes in this section an 
examination of Times Square Kiss – and specifically the shadows on the buildings - to add more 
information to the ongoing discussion on the as-yet unidentified woman and sailor. In Part Two, 
the team sought to better understand the factors which influenced strategic battle preparations 
(such as the case for the Battle of Stirling Bridge or the Battle of Normandy), and worked with data
to highlight misconceptions. Part Three focuses on literary passages, to determine their accuracy, 
in terms of celestial movements and season. Olson, uses knowledge of each author’s astronomical 
competence to frame the possible legitimacy of the passages, and then move on to determine 
whether authors had accurately described astronomical events or celestial movements based on the 
season or location of a scene. In the final part, Olson turns to two final puzzles: a railway and 
locating the Millais oak tree.

This is the second Celestial Sleuth book, and Olson makes reference to other case files in 
that volume – although not required to understand what is discussed here. The background 
knowledge required to understand the text is at the secondary level, and new material and 
terminology is explained succinctly to allow the reader to follow key ideas of analyses. For me, I 
felt it did provide some interesting options from which to teach physics at the secondary level, such
as Chaucer’s description of the moon’s path in terms of Kepler’s Laws of motion. For the higher 



education educator, I feel the book gives enough information to provide a roadmap of the kinds of 
information and tools one would need to endeavor on a similar quest.
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